"\"Not everything that can be counted counts.Not everything that counts can be counted\"."

Albert Einstein

We would like to thank you for the comments that have enriched this discussion. Although our manuscript fails to examine the data on the treatment of patients using intracranial pressure (ICP) monitoring, as Prof. Biestro emphasizes in his editorial,^([@r1])^ the striking datum might be the low overall mortality rate (\< 16%), especially in a population in which \< 10% of individuals are invasively monitored.^([@r2])^ Such data, and those from other authors,^([@r3])^ generate interest in the research on less invasive methods for managing patients with traumatic brain injury (TBI).

We have no doubt about the importance of the ICP monitor for the physiological and prognostic understanding of those patients. However, as Dr. Godoy emphasizes in his letter, many doubts exist regarding how to interpret ICP data and intervene in patient care. Several current interventions are prone to serious side effects and have questionable efficacy (for example, the use of barbiturates,^([@r4],[@r5])^ hypothermia^([@r6])^ and a craniectomy.^([@r7])^ Thus, the possible benefit from more aggressive control of ICP using invasive monitors could be mitigated by the detriments associated with these interventions. For example, this issue becomes important in centers with high rates of infection because both hypothermia and the use of barbiturates are associated with increased risk of sepsis.^([@r4],[@r8])^ Tsiolkovsky^([@r9])^ would most likely agree that the evidence that aggressive interventions for ICP handling may be harmful is not negligible and may not be ignored.

The above considerations explain another key caveat of our study (and others before us): what do patients with severe TBI die from? In other equally dramatic clinical situations, including acute respiratory distress syndrome, a minority of patients die from the dysfunction caused by the affected organ. Thus, how many patients with severe TBI indeed die from untreatable intracranial hypertension? Additionally, how many have worse outcomes due to complications resulting from the treatment? Early performance of a decompressive craniectomy resulted in improved intracranial hypertension control in the Decompressive Craniectomy in Diffuse Traumatic Brain Injury (DECRA) trial. However, the aggressive intervention was associated with worse 6-month outcomes.^([@r7])^

For all of these reasons, although monitoring using tomographic and sonographic methods is not dynamic, it may avoid overtreatment until we better understand how to intervene in the care of patients using ICP or multimodal monitoring.

Sample size calculation would make sense for a controlled, prospective study but not for a retrospective analysis.

We believe that the data supporting ICP control using invasive monitors are not sufficiently consistent to be conclusive. All difficulties mentioned by Dr. Godoy hinder a single and definitive randomized study on the subject; thus, observational studies may be extremely valuable, when contextualized, to assist in TBI patient care.
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